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Basic database tasks using SQL 2005 and Controller 8.x 

 
Overview 

 
This document will demonstrate how to perform ‘standard’ Controller 8 tasks that involve SQL 

2005 database. 

 
NOTES: 

� To use Controller 8 with SQL 2005 you must be using Controller 8.1 MR1 sp7 or later. 

� There are many different ways to install SQL 2005, and there are different “editions” of 

the product too (e.g. “Enterprise”, “Standard”, “Workgroup” and “Express” editions etc.). 
This document shall assume that the customer is using the most popular version i.e. 

“Standard” edition. 

 
Prerequisites 

 
This document shall assume that the SQL 2005 server has already been installed and configured 

as per our recommendations/best practices. 

 
For example: 

 

� Make sure that your SQL 2005 has been installed with the “correct” default SQL collation 

� In theory you could use almost any case-insensitive collation. However if you move 
your Controller database (from the original SQL server) to a new SQL server then 

the new SQL server’s default collation must be exactly the same as the 

original SQL server. 
 

 
IMPORTANT: Controller will not work if its database’s collation is different from the collation 

of the TEMPDB database of the SQL server.  
 
 

 

• If you have no preference (for a collation), then often the best choice is to use IBM 

Support’s “preferred” collation of SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS (also known as 
“SQL collation – Dictionary order, case-insensitive, 1252 character set”) 

� This setting is chosen during the SQL server’s installation: 

 
 

� Ensure SQL 2005 is using “mixed-mode” authentication 
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� Ensure there is a SQL login created with the correct permissions 

o In theory you could call this SQL login user anything you like.  
� However, many/much of the support documentation will refer to it as 

being called “fastnet”, so this is a sensible choice for many customers 
o For almost all customers, this SQL login should *only* have the role 

“bulkadmin” ticked 

 
� No other database roles should be defined! 
� Specifically, do NOT tick the box “sysadmin” 

 

 
• Finally, (so that the function “Optimise2” will work) inside “User Mapping” modify it so 

that the roles “public” and “db_owner” are ticked for the database “model”, similar 

to: 

 

 
 

• Modify the ‘User Mapping’ for the database “tempdb” in exactly the same way. 
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Details 

 
Example #1 Creating new (blank) Controller database 

 

In this example, we shall create a new database called “ControllerTEST”: 

 

� On the SQL server, launch “SQL Server Management Studio” from the start menu: 

 
 

� Ensure that you logon to the correct server 

o Typically, choose “Windows Authentication” 

 
 
� Inside “Object Explorer” (lower-left corner of the screen), right-click on “Databases” and 

choose “New Database” 
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� With the “General” page selected, enter the database name (e.g. “ControllerTEST”) 

 
 
TIP: If you need to change the location of the data files (MDF and LDF) you need to scroll to a 

hidden column on the right-hand side: 
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Inside “Object Explorer”, expand “security” – “logins”, then right-click on the appropriate SQL 

login (e.g. “fastnet”) and choose “Properties”: 

 
 

� On the “User Mapping” page, highlight the database (e.g. “ControllerTEST”) and ensure 

that the database role memberships “db_owner” and “public” are ticked: 

 
 

Finally, you *must* remember (of course) to: 

• add any new database(s) to your SQL Backup routine 

• ensure that all database maintenance (e.g. scheduled optimisation and transaction log 

truncation) tasks/jobs occur for the new database(s)
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Example #2 Backing up a Controller database to a backup (.BAK) file 

 

In this example, we shall backup a database called “ControllerTEST”, to a “.BAK” file: 

 
� On the SQL server, launch “SQL Server Management Studio” from the start menu: 

 
 

� Ensure that you logon to the correct server 

o Typically, choose “Windows Authentication” 

 
 
� Inside “Object Explorer” (lower-left corner of the screen), open “databases”, then right-click 

on “Tasks” and choose “Back Up” 
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� Choose the file to backup to by clicking on “Add” 

 
 
TIP: Choose a unique name (e.g. containing the date) to ensure that you do not overwrite an 

existing backup. 
 

� Typically, you can leave all the other settings as the default, and just click on “OK” 

 
 

� Acknowledge the success message with “OK” 
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#3 Restoring a Controller database from a backup (.BAK) file 

 

In this example, we shall create a new database called “ControllerRESTORE”, using an 

existing .BAK file: 
 

� On the SQL server, launch “SQL Server Management Studio” from the start menu: 

 
 

� Ensure that you logon to the correct server 
o Typically, choose “Windows Authentication” 

 
 
� Inside “Object Explorer” (lower-left corner of the screen), right-click on “Databases” and 

choose “Restore Database” 
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� Fill in the name of the database inside “To database”, select “from device” and click on the 

‘browse’ button: 

 
 

� Browse and select the .BAK file, and click OK: 

 
 

� Click OK 

� Tick the relevant box inside the “select the backup sets to restore” window: 
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� Click on the “options” page 

� If necessary, modify the filename (see below) so that it is unique 
 

 
 

 
TIP: If you want to move the data (MDF) and/or Log (LDF) files to a new drive location (e.g. 

because your SQL server’s C: drive is getting full), change the drive letter here also. 

 
� Click OK to start the restore 

� Click OK to acknowledge the successful restore 
 

 
 

IMPORTANT: If this .BAK file was created from a *different* SQL server (for example, it is a 

database that came from your ‘test’ SQL server, or was sent to you by Cognos Support), then 
you need to “synchronise your SQL logins”.  

 
 

 
To synchronise the SQL logins: 

� Right-click on the database (e.g. “ControllerRESTORE”) and click on “New Query” 
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� Type in the following, into the Query box… 

 
EXECUTE sp_change_users_login 'Update_One', 'fastnet', 'fastnet' 

GO 

 

…where “fastnet” is the name of the SQL login that you use. 
 
TIP: ‘fastnet’ is the default one that we recommend, although yours could be “Cognos” or 

“Controller” etc. 

 
� Click on the “excecute” button: 

 

 
 

� You should see the following success message: 

 

 
 
Finally, you *must* remember (of course) to: 

• add any new database(s) to your SQL Backup routine 

• ensure that all database maintenance (e.g. scheduled optimisation and transaction log 

truncation) tasks/jobs occur for the new database(s)  


